In pathology image analysis, morphological characteristics of cells are critical to grade many diseases. With the development of cell detection and segmentation techniques, it is possible to extract cell-level information for further analysis in pathology images. However, it is challenging to conduct efficient analysis of cell-level information on a large-scale image dataset because each image usually contains hundreds or thousands of cells. In this paper, we propose a novel image retrieval based framework for large-scale pathology image analysis. For each image, we encode each cell into binary codes to generate image representation using a novel graph based hashing model and then conduct image retrieval by applying a group-to-group matching method to similarity measurement. In order to improve both computational efficiency and memory requirement, we further introduce matrix factorization into the hashing model for scalable image retrieval. The proposed framework is extensively validated with thousands of lung cancer images, and it achieves 97.98% classification accuracy and 97.50% retrieval precision with all cells of each query image used.
Introduction
Histopathology plays an important role in the early diagnosis of different cancers, such as lung and breast cancers. However, manual examination of histopathological images is labor intensive, time consuming and error-prone due to high-resolution and subjective assessment of doctors. To reduce the workload of pathologists and provide more reliable and consistent analysis of histopathological images, image process techniques and modern machine learning algorithms have been widely used for medical diagnosis, disease detection and decision support ( Petushi et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007; Caicedo et al., 2009; Basavanhally et al., 2010; Dundar et al., 2011; Tabesh et al., 2007; Xing and Yang, 2016 ) . Compared to classifier-based computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems that directly provide diagnosis results or grading scores, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) ( Comaniciu et al., 1999; Schnorrenberg et al., 20 0 0; Zheng et al., 20 03; El-Naqa et al., 20 04; Liu et al., 2016 ) is able to provide more clinical evidence to support the diagnosis, because CBIR methods can be used to not only classify the query image but also retrieve and visualize the images with morphological profiles most relevant ( Greenspan and Pinhas, 2007 ; Akakin and * Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: xsshi2013@gmail.com (X. Shi), lin.yang@bme.ufl.edu (L. Yang). Gurcan, 2012; Zhang et al., 2014 ) ( Zhang et al., 2015a ( Zhang et al., , 2015b Jiang et al., 2015; Zhang and Metaxas, 2016; Jiang et al., 2016 ) .
Cell-level information, including shape, area, and nuclear and cytoplasm appearances, plays a significant role in disease grading. In clinical practice, they do have extensive applications: 1) Two major types of non-small cell lung cancer, adenocarcinoma and squamous carcinoma, often contain cells that exhibit a mixture of representative morphologies, and the disease classification can be achieved using a majority voting of different cells. 2) Gliomas highly depends on the cellular-level information. For example, 1p/19q co-deletion greatly relies on the shape of the cell (roundness), and searching for cells that exhibit the similar morphology has important prognosis values because this would allow the clinician researchers to check whether there exists important known clinical information in the existing image database. 3) Bladder cancer is another example. Finding the nucleus with prominent nucleolus inside and their content-wise similar nucleus in the database is very important to differentiate low-and high-grade bladder cancer. Therefore, rigorously measuring and analyzing each individual cell can significantly assist pathologists for diagnosis and disease detection ( Zhang et al., 2015c ) . However, it is a challenging task because there often exist hundreds of thousands of cells in one single digitized image. When using high-dimensional features for large-scale cell images, traditional CBIR methods usually exhibit http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.media.2017.07.009 1361-8415/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. low computational efficiency. As a result, most previous methods ( Doyle et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2015a; Jiang et al., 2015 ) encode the whole image as a holistic high-dimensional features by representing the statistics of cell-level information, and then compress the high-dimensional features for computational efficiency. Nevertheless, some significant information might lose in such holistic representation.
To enable large-scale image analysis, recently hashing-based retrieval methods are considerably attractive since they can significantly improve the requirement of computer memory and query time cost ( Zhang et al., 2015c; Wang et al., 2016 ) , thereby facilitating fast image retrieval in a large-scale database. Hashing encodes the data using a set of discrete binary codes, which can be easily stored and quickly searched . Thus it is often used to retrieve nearest neighbors based on a certain similarity measurement in largescale databases . Many hashing methods ( Weiss et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2017 ) have been proposed, and they have achieved great success in computer vision and data mining. In general, these methods can be roughly classified into two categories: (1) unsupervised hashing ( Weiss et al., 2009 ) , which aims to explore the intrinsic structure of data to preserve the similarity of neighbors without any supervision; (2) supervised hashing ( Liu et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2015 ) , which utilizes the semantic information to assist searching and retrieval. Due to the semantic gap , unsupervised hashing models usually exhibit inferior performance to supervised hashing approaches. Therefore, supervised hashing methods are more preferred in histopathological image analysis.
Unfortunately, when hashing encodes each cell image into binary codes, there are two major concerns: (1) Directly learning discrete binary codes is an NP-hard problem Shen et al., 2015 ) . To address this problem, most of hashing methods utilize the strategy of symmetric relaxation followed by a threshold to obtain binary codes ( Weiss et al., 2009 ). However, this strategy would generate accumulated quantization errors between the discrete binary code matrix and its relaxed continuous matrix, which would decrease the retrieval and classification accuracy ( Shen et al., 2015 ) . (2) It is a non-trivial task to effectively utilize binary codes of cells in a query image to retrieve relevant images. Usually, hashing methods retrieve images by a point-to-point matching. In other words, they encode the entire images into a set of binary codes and then calculate the Hamming distance between two images. This strategy is not suitable for cell based medical image retrieval since one pathology image contains more than one cell.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for histopathological image analysis via encoding large-scale cells (see Fig. 1 ). Specifically, instead of using symmetric relaxation followed by a threshold, we propose a supervised graph-based hashing (GH) algorithm via asymmetric relaxation, which preserves the hashing function in the objective function and thus effectively reduces the accumulated quantization errors between the discrete and continuous matrices ( Shi et al., 2016b ) . Additionally, the GH model jointly learns binary codes and a projection matrix, usually exhibiting better and more robust performance than that learning them individually ( Shi et al., 2015 ) . In order to reduce the cost of memory storage and computational time, we further improve the GH model to enable scalable graph-based hashing (SGH), which selects a subset of cells from training cells to build an asymmetric graph to preserve the similarity of neighbors. The complexity of building a graph in SGH is significantly lower than that in GH. Next, we propose a novel method, namely group-to-group matching, to conduct image retrieval by using the cellular information in each image. In summary, our contributions are listed as follows:
• We propose a novel image retrieval framework for large-scale histopathological image analysis based on cell encoding.
• We propose a supervised graph-based model via asymmetric relaxation to learn binary codes and meanwhile reduce the accumulated quantization errors between the discrete and continuous matrices. Furthermore, we improve the model to allow scalable image retrieval by reducing both space and time complexity.
• We propose a group-to-group matching method to retrieve images based on the binary codes of cells.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the reason why cell examination is helpful for histopathological image classification. Section 3 introduces the proposed graph-based model and its scalable version. Section 4 shows the novel strategy, group-to-group matching. Section 5 presents and interprets experimental results on lung cancer images. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and points out the future work.
Why cell examination is helpful for histopathological image classification
In this section, we explain the reason why cell examination is helpful for histopathological image classification from a statistical viewpoint. Given two types of cells: adenocarcinoma (class 1) and squamous carcinoma (class 2) in lung cancer images, suppose that an adenocarcinoma image I contains n (without loss of generality, n is assumed to be an odd constant) cells, with p representing the probability of each cell belonging to adenocarcinoma type, where p ∈ (0.5, 1). Based on the popular major voting strategy ( Penrose, 1946; Gans and Smart, 1996 ) , the probability of the image I belongs to the adenocarcinoma type is: 
where l I represents the predicted label of the image I . With n fixed, the probability P I increases when p grows; with p fixed, a larger n means a higher P I . For clarity, we present these two cases in Fig. 2 a-b, which suggest that in a query image, when p ∈ (0.5, 1), a larger number of cells means a better image classification accuracy ( Fig. 2 a) , and a better cell classification accuracy will also lead to a better image classification accuracy ( Fig. 2 b) . These two observations show the relations between cell examination and pathological image classification, which is one major motivation of our framework. Note that when p ∈ (0, 0.5), a larger number of cells will lead to a worse image classification accuracy ( Fig. 2 c) .
Supervised graph hashing

Graph-based hashing
Problem formulation
Each cell is cropped as an image patch (see Fig. 1 ), from which feature representation is calculated. Given a set of 
where h k is the k -th hash function with learnable parameters
x i and will be zero if X is normalized to have zero-mean.
Intuitively, adjacent cells in the original feature space should have similar binary codes after embedding, meaning that they should still be close to each other in the embedding space. Graph embedding is an attractive technique by considering the intrinsic dimensionality. Traditional graph embedding ( Yan et al., 2007; Nie et al., 2011 ) aims to find an optimal low-dimensional projection matrix A = [ a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a c ] ∈ R d×c to preserve the similarity among data points, and the optimization problem is formulated as:
where L = D − W , D is a diagonal matrix with the i -th diagonal element d ii = n j=1 w i j , and W is a symmetric matrix with the weight w ij between data points x i and x j . In order to produce binary codes for hashing encoding, the linear projection function A T X is usually replaced by the hashing function sgn ( A T X ), and thus Eq. (3) becomes:
By using the fact that Tr { sgn ( A T X ) D sgn ( X T A )} is a constant and L = D − W as well as symmetric relaxation of the hashing function sgn ( A T X ) ( Weiss et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2015 ) , Eq. (4) can be written as:
where the constraint can reduce the redundancy among data points ( Shi et al., 2016a ) . One major problem of Eq. (5) is that the accumulated quantization error between the hashing function (binary code matrix) and the linear projection function might largely affect the retrieval accuracy, especially for a large number of training data ( Shen et al., 2015 ) . In order to reduce accumulated quantization errors, we utilize an asymmetric relaxation strategy ( Shi et al., 2016b ) and propose the following optimization model:
where B is a discrete matrix representing the binary codes of training data, and the Frobenius norm regularization term aims to reduce the accumulated quantization error between the binary code matrix B and the linear projection function A T X . Note that we uti-
≤ rather than A T XX T A = NI c to improve the robustness of the projection matrix A . In addition, jointly learning the binary codes B and projection matrix A in Eq. (6) can further improve the robustness of the projection matrix A ( Shi et al., 2015 ) . Eq. (6) seems to be similar to the objective function in , however, they are intrinsically different in the following two aspects: (1) Eq. (6) is to learn the projection matrix A for supervised hashing, while focuses on unsupervised hashing; (2) The discrete constraint in the objective function of is symmetric, but an asymmetric discrete constraint is used in Eq. (6) , which can be solved with lower time costs.
Optimization procedure
It is difficult to simultaneously calculate B and A in Eq. (6) . By introducing an auxiliary C , the optimization problem in Eq. (6) can be optimized by solving the following three subproblems: B-subproblem :
Eq. (7) can be obtained from Eq. (6) because Tr { A T XX T A } and Tr { BB T } are constants. The solution to Eq. (7) is
where I c ∈ R c×c is an unit matrix, 1 N ∈ R N is a row vector with all elements being one, and 1 N C = 0 because of X1 T N = 0 . We can obtain C based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
A-subproblem :
whose solution is
≤ , and a larger γ means a larger .
The detailed procedure to solve Eq. (6) , namely graph-based hashing (GH), is summarized in Algorithm 1 . Since each step in
Algorithm 1 Graph-based hashing (GH).
Input: Data matrix X ∈ R d×N , weight matrix W ∈ R N×N , regularization parameter α, γ , the number of bits c, the maximum iterations k . Output: Binary code matrix B ∈ R c×N , projection matrix A ∈ R d×c .
1. Calculate A corresponding to the c largest eigenvalues of
3. Loop until convergence or reach maximum iterations
Algorithm 1 has a closed form solution, empirically we can obtain approximately optimal solutions within a few iterations (e.g. f = 5), where f is the number of iterations.
Time complexity analysis of GH
In Algorithm 1 , the calculation of the matrix A in step 1 requires O(N 2 d) operations because of N > d , and step 2 needs O(Ndc) operations to calculate the matrix B . In step 3, the calculation of the matrices B, C and
erations, respectively. Usually c < d < N , and thus the total computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O( f N 2 d) .
Scalable graph-based hashing
In GH, the complexity of both storage and computational time to construct a graph with N data points is O(N 2 ) , and thus GH might not adapt to large-scale datasets (a large N ). To improve memory requirement and computational efficiency, we present a fast hashing algorithm, namely scalable graph-based hashing (SGH), to approximate the model in Eq. (6) .
Problem formulation
Dimensionality reduction methods, like principal component analysis (PCA) ( Zou et al., 2006 ) and nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) ( Recht et al., 2012 ) , suggest that a matrix with high-dimensionality yet low rank can be represented or approximated by a linear combination of basis vectors. In our problem, the weight matrix W can be approximated by W ≈ TP , where T ∈ R N×M , T ⊂ W and P ∈ R M×N is a weight matrix. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be reformulated as:
Although T can be a subset of W , computing P is expensive. To avoid the calculation of P , we suppose Z = XP T be generated new data (anchors) that are used to construct graph, and T can be seen as a weight matrix characterizing the relationship between the training data X and anchors Z . Since the projection matrix mainly depends on the data matrix X due to M N , we ignore the effect of the new anchors on the projection matrix and thus neglect the calculation of P . Let D = Z T A , Eq. (10) can be rewritten as:
where the constraint
Optimization procedure
Similar to solving Eq. (6) , we adopt an iterative and alternative strategy to compute the discrete binary codes B and the projection matrix A in Eq. (11) . We divide the optimization problem in Eq. (11) into four subproblems as follows and present the details of scalable graph-based hashing (SGH) in Algorithm 2 .
Algorithm 2 Scalable graph-based hashing (SGH).
Input: Data matrix X ∈ R d×N , graph matrix T ∈ R N×M , parameters α, γ , the number of bits c, the number of iterations k . Output: Binary code matrix B ∈ R c×N , projection matrix A ∈ R d×c .
1. Calculate A corresponding to the c largest eigenvalues of XTT T X T ; 2. Calculate the matrix B = sgn (A T X ) ; 3. Loop until converge or reach maximum iterations
The solution to Eq. (13) 
The solution to Eq. (14) is
, where U C and V C can be obtained by the SVD of BJ = U C C V T C . A-subproblem : This subproblem is the same to Eq. (9) . Since supervised hashing methods usually have better performance than unsupervised hashing, in this paper, we focus on supervised hashing method to retrieve cells, and the weight matrix W ∈ R N×N that utilizes semantic information is defined as follows:
where N k is the number of samples in the k -th class, 1 ≤ k ≤ K and K is the number of classes. Since T ∈ R N×M is the subset of W , we can attain T by randomly selecting M k data points as anchors to construct T , where M k is the selected number of anchors from the k -th class.
Time complexity analysis
In Algorithm 2 , the computational complexity of calculating A 
Relations to other related hashing algorithms
There are many hashing algorithms proposed in the literature, and to better explain the proposed methods, in this section we discuss the relations between ours and several popular and related hashing algorithms.
Spectral hashing (SH) ( Weiss et al., 2009 ) is a popular graph based hashing algorithm, but it has two major limitations: (1) The complexity of both storage and computational time to construct a graph with N data points is O(N 2 ) ; (2) Symmetric relaxation is used to solve the NP-hard optimization problem, which would generate accumulated errors between the discrete binary code matrix and its relaxed continuous matrix. To reduce the complexity of building a graph, anchor graph hashing (AGH) ( Liu et al., 2011 ) constructs an approximative symmetric graph with a small number of anchors to preserve the similarity between neighbors. However, AGH utilizes the symmetric relaxation strategy to solve the NPhard optimization problem. To reduce the accumulated quantitative errors, discrete graph hashing (DGH) preserves the symmetric discrete constraint. Compared to GH that preserves the asymmetric discrete constraint, the optimization procedure of DGH is more complex and takes more training time. In addition, both AGH and DGH focus on learning binary codes in an unsupervised manner such that it is difficult to directly utilize semantic (label) information to learn binary codes.
KSH ( Liu et al., 2012 ) is a kernel based hashing algorithm applied to pathological image analysis. It utilizes symmetric relaxation followed by greedy optimization to solve its nondifferentiable objective function. This strategy is not able to greatly reduce the accumulated errors and usually costs a large amount of training time. Joint kernel graph hashing (JKGH) ( Jiang et al., 2015 ) also uses symmetric relaxation to solve its NP-hard optimization problem. It constructs the kernel of each data with weighting each sub-kernel constructed by each feature and thus achieves better performance than KSH. However, JKGH usually requires considerable training and test time to construct the kernel. Hence it is not suitable for tackling large-scale data with high-dimensional features.
Although kernel-based supervised discrete hashing (KSDH) ( Shi et al., 2016b ) also utilizes the asymmetric relaxation strategy to directly learn binary codes, it does not learn binary codes and a projection matrix simultaneously, which might decrease its performance ( Shi et al., 2015 ) .
Compared to K SH, JK SH and kernel-based supervised discrete hashing (KSDH) ( Shi et al., 2016b ) , the proposed algorithms have three major advantages: (1) GH and SGH are linear methods and thus they do not require kernel selection and construction; (2) GH and SGH utilize asymmetric relaxation to solve the NP-hard optimization problem, and thus they can reduce the accumulated quantitative errors; (3) K SH, JKGH and K SDH require O(N 2 ) operations to construct their weight matrix, while SGH needs only O(MN) ( M N ) operations.
Group-to-group matching for pathological image retrieval
One single histopathology image usually contains multiple cells, and this would fail the traditional point-to-point matching ( Fig. 3 a) in image retrieval, which calculates the Hamming distance between two entire images that are encoded into a set of binary codes. To address this problem, we propose a novel strategy: group-to-group (GTG) matching, for image retrieval using cell-level information. Given one target image I t containing n cells and one query image I q including m cells, denote their binary vectors by
We can regard that the cells in one target image I t form a plane P t , and each query cell can be regarded as a point outside of the plane P t . Then the distance between the point q i and the plane P t is equivalent to dist(q j , P t ) = min 1 ≤i ≤n dist(q j , b i ) , and the distance between these two images is defined as follows:
For better illustration, we explain this idea in Fig. 3 b. The details of the GTG matching to calculate the distance between two images are shown in Algorithm 3 . Note that compared to the major voting Algorithm 3 Group-to-group (GTG).
Input: Training binary matrix
strategy, GTG can be viewed as a weighted voting strategy, because the cells in one query image has different distances to the target image.
Experiments
To evaluate the proposed hashing algorithms (GH and SGH), we conduct extensive experiments on the lung cancer image dataset with two types of diseases: squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. The lung cancer dataset is collected from The Cancer Genome Altas (TCGA) ( Institute:, 2013 ) , which consists of 1240 images (630 squamous and 610 adenocarcinoma images). These images contains around 1248K squamous and 589K adenocarcinoma cells. All cells are detected and segmented using the method in ( Xing et al., 2014 ) . Then all cells are cropped as image patches with corresponding labels. For each cell, we extract a 1024-dimensional feature vector by GIST ( Oliva and Torralba, 2001 ) and HOG ( Dalal and Triggs, 2005 ) , respectively. Additionally, we also utilize LeNet ( LeCun et al., 2015 ) to extract a 300-dimensional feature vector from each cell. The sample images and their segmented cells are shown in Fig. 4 . 
Experimental setting
We compare GH and SGH against two state-of-the-art supervised hashing algorithms: KSH ( Liu et al., 2012 ) and SDH ( Shen et al., 2015 ) . After using hashing algorithms to encode each cell into binary codes, the GTG matching is used for image retrieval. To better show the characteristics of GTG, we also present the classification accuracy of the hashing algorithms with major voting (MV). In addition, we compare with two popular classifiers: support vector machine (SVM) ( Fan et al., 2008 ) and nearest neighbors (NN). We utilize SVM and NN to classify cells and then applying major voting to image classification, and also show the baseline results obtained by directly applying SVM and NN on the holistic high-dimensional features extracted from the whole image. Specifically, similar to Jiang et al. (2015) ; Zhang et al. (2015a ) , we first detect scale-invariant keypoints from the whole pathology image, and then employ SIFT ( Lowe, 2004 ) and HOG to extract features around these keypoints. Next, both descriptors are encoded as 20 0 0-dimensional histograms using bag-of-words (BoW) methods ( Caicedo et al., 2009; . Finally, SVM and NN are applied to these histograms for image classification.
We adopt five criteria including classification accuracy, precision, mean average precision (MAP), training and test time, to evaluate the hashing algorithms. Classification accuracy evaluates the classification performance; precision measures the retrieval accuracy (returned corrected cells over total returned samples), MAP evaluates the ranking performance of total returned cells, training and test time are used to measure the time cost on training and query, respectively. For GH and SGH, we set α = 10 −4 and α = 10 −3 , respectively, and γ = 10 −3 in the following experiments, and we set M = 0 . 1 N in SGH. For KSH, SDH, KSDH_H and KSDH_B, we randomly select 500 training cells to construct the kernels.
We first randomly select 100 images from each category for training and the remaining images are used for testing. We randomly select 100 cells from each training image to constitute a training cell dataset. In total, there are 20K cells in the training dataset. To form a test cell dataset we randomly select m cells from each test image. After obtaining the binary codes of these test cells, we use them to classify test images and retrieve relevant images. Since m is an important hyperparameter, we present the performance of all hashing algorithms with respect to different m 's. We repeat this process 10 times and calculate the mean accuracy of different methods. All experiments are conducted using MATLAB on a 3.50GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 128GB memory. Table 1 shows image classification results of two popular classifiers, SVM and NN, using the holistic high-dimensional HOG and SIFT features extracted from the whole image, and cell classification results of eight algorithms using HOG and GIST features extracted from cell images. We use GIST rather than SIFT to extract cell features because SIFT is much slower to extract features from a larger number of cell images. Additionally, we also present cell classification results of eight algorithms using CNN features. As shown in Table 1 , GH achieves the best cell classification accuracy with HOG, GIST and CNN features. Although SGH has slightly worse cell classification accuracy than SVM, SDH, KSDH_H and KSDH_B with HOG features, it significantly outperforms NN and KSH. When GIST and CNN features are used, SGH attains better performance than NN, KSH, SDH, KSDH_H and KSDH_B. The results in Table 1 are used as the baseline for comparison. Table 2 presents the classification results of two classifiers SVM, NN and six retrieval algorithms KSH, SDH, KSDH_H, KSDH_B, GH and SGH with MV, and the classification and retrieval results of the six retrieval algorithms with GTG. Table 2 suggests that the retrieval algorithms with GTG achieve better classification accuracy than those with MV in most of cases. Meanwhile, when 9 cells are selected from each query image, KSH+MV and SGH+MV obtain worse image classification performance, since the classification accuracy of KSH (using HOG, GIST or CNN features) and SGH (using HOG features) on squamous cells is very low ( < 50%). On the contrary, KSH+GTG and SGH+GTG achieve much better image classification performance. This indicates the superior performance of GTG to MV. In addition, with 9 cells selected from each query image, SVM, NN and six hashing algorithms with CNN features can attain better performance than that with HOG or GIST features; among these algorithms, SGH+GTG achieves the best classification accuracy (88.83%), precision (88.50%) and MAP (88.73%), GH+GTG with CNN features achieves similar performance to the other hashing algorithms except SGH+GTG. When all cells are selected, both GH+GTG and SGH+GTG outperform SDH on classification accuracy, precision and MAP; GH+GTG has similar performance to KSDH_H and KSDH_B, while SGH+GTG has slightly better performance; GH+GTH, SGH+GTG and KSH+GTG achieve almost the same classification accuracy, however, GH+GTH and SGH+GTG have significantly better precision and MAP than KSH. Compared to the case with only 9 cells selected, SVM+MV, KSH+GTG, SDH+GTG, KSDH_H+GTG, KSDH_B+GTG, GH+GTG and SGH+GTG using all cells of each query image can achieve better performance, especially for SGH+GTG, which using GIST features can achieve the best classification accuracy (97.98%) and precision (97.50%), and the sub-best MAP (96.52%). Note that we do not show the results of NN+MV when all cells are selected, because it is very computationally expensive. Compared to Table 1,  Table 2 shows that image classification using features extracted from cells can obtain better accuracy than that using the holistic high-dimensional features extracted from the whole image. To better understand our framework and hashing algorithms, we also present a retrieval example in Fig. 5 , which further exhibits better performance of GH and SGH than the other hashing methods. Note that the similarity between the query and training images is calculated by using GTG, which determines the weight of each query cell. Usually, the smaller Hamming distance between a query cell and a training image, the larger weight of the query cell. If the weight of query cells changes, different returned images might be obtained. Moreover, the number of query cells in one image also affects the retrieved images. Table 3 lists the training time of KSH, SDH, KSDH_H, KSDH_B, GH and SGH, and their query time as well. KSH has the highest training time cost, while SDH takes the lowest. SGH costs lower training time than KSDH_H, KSDH_B and GH, and in contrast with SDH, its training time cost is acceptably lower. When 9 cells are selected, all algorithms spend less query time than all cells being selected. Note that in Table 3 , we utilize only one hash table to retrieve relevant images, the query time can be reduced if multiple hashing tables are used. Fig. 6 presents the classification accuracy, precision and MAP of different hashing algorithms with respect to different number m of cells selected from each query image. Fig. 6 a-c, Fig. 6 d-f and Fig. 6 g-i correspond to the cases using HOG, GIST and CNN features, respectively. In Fig. 6 a-c , the classification accuracy, precision and MAP improve with the increasing of m , and GH+GTG and SGH+GTG perform better than KSH+GTG, KSDH_H, KSDH_B and SDH+GTG in almost all cases. When m = 189, GH+GTG achieves 94.54% classification accuracy, 94.34% precision and 94.42% MAP, respectively. SGH+GTG can also obtain the similar results. In Fig. 6 d-f hashing algorithms with GIST features have the similar trends to those with HOG features, and GH+GTG and SGH+GTG outperform KSH+GTG and SDH+GTG. When m = 189 , GH+GTG attains the best classification accuracy (96.06%), precision (95.84%) and MAP (96.36%) among all hashing algorithms. In Fig. 6 g-i , the hashing algorithms with CNN features have similar trends to that with HOG or GIST features. When m = 189 , GH+GTG attains the best classification accuracy (95.02%), precision (95.02%) and MAP (95.02%) among all hashing algorithms. It is worthy noting that hashing algorithms with CNN features can achieve their best or sub-best performance using less number of selected cells than that with HOG or GIST features. Although the hashing algorithms can achieve better results with a larger number of cells selected, Fig. 7 suggests that a larger m means a higher query time cost. Therefore, in practice, we make a trade-off between the retrieval accuracy and query time.
Experimental results
Retrieval performance vs. query cells
Retrieval performance vs. dimension
In this section, we show the retrieval accuracy of various hashing algorithms with different number c of dimensions. Fig. 8 shows that SDH+GTG and KSDH_B can achieve robust performance are more robust on different number of dimensions with HOG, GIST or CNN features; Fig. 8 also displays that SGH+GTG and KSDH_H+GTG obtain robust performance with HOG or GIST features, while SGH+GTG and KSDH_H+GTG with CNN features achieve bad performance at 2-and 4-bit, respectively. GH+GTG achieves robust performance on CNN features, while its performance is slightly changing with different number of dimensions on HOG or GIST features. KSH has worse retrieval accuracy on the three types of features when c is small, probably because it utilizes the greedy strategy to attain the approximated optimal solutions. When encoding cells into 10-bit binary codes, all hashing algorithms except KSH can achieve their best or sub-best performance on HOG, GIST and CNN features.
Parameters analysis
In the proposed algorithm GH, two essential parameters α and γ affect its classification and retrieval performance. In SGH, besides α and γ , M also largely affects its performance. We show their classification accuracy on different parameters with GIST features used in Fig. 9 . Since M is determined by the number of N , we use Rate to describe the relationship between M and N in Fig. 9 , where Rate = M N . As shown in Fig. 9 , the range of both α and γ is 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 , 1 , 10 and the range of Rate is from 2% to 40% with the step 2%. Fig. 9 a shows the accuracy of GH with different α and γ , which can achieve the best or sub-best accuracy during the range 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 and 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , respectively; Fixing Rate = 10% , Fig. 9 b displays the accuracy of SGH with different α and γ , which can achieve the best or subbest accuracy during the range 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 and 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 , respectively; Fixing γ = 10 −3 , Fig. 9 c presents the accuracy of SGH with different Rate and α, which can achieve the best or sub-best accuracy during the range from 4% to 28%, and 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , r espectiv ely; Fixing α = 10 −3 , Fig. 9 d shows the accuracy of SGH with different Rate and γ , which can achieve the best or sub-best accuracy during the range from 4% to 40%, and 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 , r espectiv ely. Similar findings can be observed on HOG and CNN features. In our experiments, we choose γ = 10 −3 for both GH and SGH, set α = 10 −4 for GH, and select α = 10 −3 and Rate = 10% for SGH. Using these parameters, the proposed methods GH and SGH can obtain the approximately best and robust performance.
Discussion and future work
Based on experiments on the lung cancer database, we can observe that: (1) SVM+MV, SDH+MV and GH+MV obtain reasonable image classification accuracy, but NN+MV and KSH+MV sometimes perform worse than NN and KSH. (2) The performance of all eight algorithms is affected by extracted features. GIST obtains better performance than HOG and CNN features when all cells are selected, although CNN features can achieve better performance than GIST and HOG features when 9 cells are selected. (3) The GTG matching can be effectively combined with the hashing algorithm for image retrieval and exhibits superior performance to MV. (4) Among six hashing algorithms, SGH and GH achieve superior retrieval performance to KSH, SDH, KSDH_H and KSDH_B in many cases; (5) Although all hashing algorithms can quickly retrieve the most relevant images when 9 cells are selected, the query time is relatively high when all cells are selected. The main reasons are summarized as follows:
• SVM+MV, SDH+MV and GH+MV provide promising performance, because their classification accuracy on each type of cells is larger than 50%. Based on Eq. 1 and Fig. 2 , for p ∈ (0.5, 1), the classification accuracy will increase when the number of cells grows. By contrast, the classification accuracy will decrease if p ∈ (0, 0.5), and this is the main reason why NN+MV and KSH+MV has inferior performance to NN and KSH.
• GIST and HOG are much faster than some other popular feature extraction methods like SIFT, and thus they are more suitable for tackling the large-scale cell problem. Usually, GIST extracting features via describing the entire cell image achieves better performance than HOG extracting cell texture and edge information. It suggests that global information of cell images is more important than their texture and edge information on cell and image classification, probably because global information contains the shape and area of the cell, which is beneficial to the cell and image classification. CNN features show superior performance to GIST and HOG features when a small number of cells are selected, while with all cells selected, they exhibit slightly worse performance than GIST and even HOG features, probably because: (1) CNN features contain high-level information, while HOG and GIST extract low-level information. This leads to better performance of CNN features when few cells are selected; (2) When all cells are selected, a large number of cells in one query image will decrease the gap of accuracy obtained by GIST, HOG and CNN features, and CNN features might lead to overfitting to some extent.
• For GTG, when most of cells of one query image have smaller distances to one certain training image than that to the other training images, the distance of these two images will be the smallest in most of cases. Thus, GTG is effective for image classification and retrieval. Compared to MV, GTG is a weighted voting strategy which can better measure the similarity between the query image and those in the database, because the cells in one query image might have different distance to a specific target image. This explains why KSH+GTG, SDH+GTG, KSDH_H+GTG, KSDH_B+GTG, GH+GTG and SGH+GTG outperform KSH+MV, SDH+MV, KSDH_H+MV, KSDH_B+MV, GH+MV and SGH+MV, especially for KSH, whose classification accuracy on squamous cells is smaller than 50%.
• Compared with KSH that uses the symmetric relaxation + greedy strategy to learn binary codes, GH and SGH directly preserve the discrete binary code matrices to reduce the accumulated quantization error between the discrete and its relaxed matrices. This might be the main reason for the superior performance of GH and SGH to KSH. Additionally, GH and SGH can be easily solved and the optimization procedure quickly converges, and thus they require lower training time costs than KSH. Compared with SDH, GH and SGH produce better performance in almost all cases, probably because the performance of SDH is largely affected by the selection of kernels, and the graph structure in our methods can better preserve the similarity (label) information than the regression model used by SDH. Compared with KSDH_H and KSDH_B, SGH and GH can have superior performance in many cases, probably because (1) KSDH_H and KSDH_B do not jointly learn binary codes and projection matrices, and (2) their performance highly relies on the kernels; however, SGH and GH formulate binary code and projection matrix learning into a joint optimization problem, and the parameters α and γ can achieve their best performance during a wide range.
• When all query cells are selected, the time cost of image searching is high. To alleviate this issue, currently we can utilize multiple hashing tables to reduce time costs. In our future work, we will design a novel weighted voting algorithm with lower querying time costs and meanwhile ob-taining similar or even better performance. Moreover, our framework utilizes the segmentation method ( Xing et al., 2014 ) to crop cell patches, which takes a high relatively time cost for large-scale image data. One potential solution is to design an end-to-end deep learning model for efficient cell segmentation, which will be our future work.
• In addition to lung images, we also conduct some experiments on other pathological applications including breast and brain cancers diagnosis, and our proposed framework can produce good performance. Moreover, they might be also suitable for 3D/4D pathological images with effective features (e.g., CNN features), since the proposed framework including the hashing algorithms are general methods.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a hashing-based image retrieval framework for pathology image analysis. Firstly, we explain the reason why image classification can benefit from cell-level information. Then we present a graph-based hashing algorithm via asymmetric relaxation to encode each cell into a set of binary codes. To improve the scalability of the proposed graph hashing algorithm, we further propose a novel algorithm, namely scalable graph-based hashing. Next, we propose a group-to-group matching method to retrieve images based on binary codes of cells. Experimental results on lung cancer images demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our framework. Since the method group-togroup matching takes relatively high searching time for the large number of cells in one query image. In the future, we will design a novel weighted voting method with lower time costs and meanwhile obtaining similar or even better performance. Additionally, since training and query images usually contain many noise cells, which usually affect the performance of the framework, in the future we will focus on selecting robust cells to further improve the robustness of the proposed framework. Moreover, based on the proposed framework we will design an end-to-end deep learning model for efficient and fast cell segmentation so that the total time cost is decreased.
